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1. Conjunction 
 According to logicians, logical-conjunction1 (&) is a two-place connective, which is understood 
to be an operator of type S2S, which takes a pair of sentences as input, and delivers a sentence as 
output.2 

 Elementary logic students often want to apply conjunction to a wider class of objects, and 
propose phrases such as the following. 

J & K 
as the symbolization of:  

Jay and Kay 

Although ‘Jay and Kay’ is a perfectly well-formed expression of English, the proposed translation 
‘J & K’ is not well-formed, at least according to the official syntax of elementary logic, since ‘J’ and 
‘K’ don't have the proper types. 

 Once this grammatical point is understood, most intro logic students have no problem translating 
a sentence such as  

Jay and Kay are virtuous  
into Loglish – as follows. 

VJ & VK 
 The formal semanticist, however, is faced with a more difficult challenge – to reconstruct the 
computation that yields this result.  The following derivation shows how we can accomplish this. 

 Jay and Kay +1 are  virtuous 

 J λXY{X&Y} K 

.1 

P0:P1 0V 

 P{PJ & PK} 

1V  P1{PJ & PK} 

 VJ & VK 

Note that the composition  produces a QP [type (DS)S], which is then marked nominative , 
which then applies to V1 to yield the final output .  The derivation of  is examined in detail in 
Appendix B.4. 

2. A New Approach to Conjunction 
 We now consider a quite different approach to conjunction, according to which it has a much 
bigger type than countenanced by elementary logic.  First, we enlarge the class of types, and also the 
class of well-formed expressions, by adding a special conjunction-operator, , which serves as both a 
type-operator and a syntactic operator, characterized as follows.  

if  is a type  

then  is a type  
 

if α1, …, αk all have type  

then {α1, …, αk} 3 has type  

                                         
1 Bear in mind that linguists and logicians use the word ‘conjunction’ differently.  For linguists, a conjunction is 
basically a two-place connective [so ‘or’ is also a conjunction].  For logicians, conjunction is one particular two-place 
connective ‘and’, and a conjunction is a compound sentence whose main operator is ‘and’. 
2 See Appendix 27 concerning polyadic lambda-abstracts. 
3 The notation using braces and commas is exactly in keeping with the way this notation is employed in set theory.  In 
particular, {α1, …, αk} may be thought to be the set consisting of α1, …, αk and nothing else.  This means that our 
type theory contains a rudimentary fragment of set theory.  Alternatively, we could simply treat the set-looking 
expressions simply as fancy punctuation.  
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The following are examples. 
Phrases Types 

it is raining it is windy it is cold S 
{it is raining, it is windy, it is cold} S 

 
Jay Kay Elle D 

{Jay, Kay, Elle} D 
 

tall dark handsome C 
{tall, dark, handsome} C 

When only two expressions are conjoined, we adopt the following alternative notation.4 
α  β   {α, β} 

So, for example: 
J  K   {J, K} 

We also adopt the fairly natural simplification principle that  
S = S 

which says that the conjunction of sentences is a sentence.5  Furthermore, we posit the following 
natural truth-conditions. 

 {S1, …, Sk} is true iff  every {S1, …, Sk} is true 

 Let's go back now and re-do our earlier example, this time using our new conjunction-operator.  
Note that, as we proceed through the derivation, we cite new composition-rules, which are officially 
presented in a later section. 

1. Jay and Kay are virtuous 

 Jay and Kay +1 are  virtuous 

 J  K 

.1 

P0:P1 0V 

 J  K 

1V  J1  K1 

 VJ  VK 

 VJ & VK 

Explanation: 
 Here the symbol ‘’ is short for the schematic two-place function,  

αβ(αβ), which is multi-typed. 
  combines any two phrases of the same type. 
 .1 combines with J  K by combining with the conjuncts individually. 
 V1 combines with J1  K1 by combining with the conjuncts individually. 
 The neo-conjunction of two sentences is just their ordinary (sentential) conjunction. 

 The following example further illustrates the compositional principles alluded to above. 

                                         
4 Many authors use this symbol for the ordinary S-operator. 
5 We do not assume analogous principles for any other types, although there are many virtual equivalences.  For 
example, the conjunction of VPs [DS] behaves like a VP. 
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2. Jay respects Kay and Elle 

Jay +1 respects Kay and Elle +2  

J .1 

21R 

K  L 

.2 

 

J1 

K  L  

K2  L2  

1RK  1RL  

RJK  RJL  

RJK & RJL  

Explanation: 
 .2 combines with KL by combining with the conjuncts individually. 
 21R combines with K2  L2 by combining with the conjuncts individually. 
 J1 combines with 1RK  1RE by combining with the conjuncts individually. 
 The neo-conjunction of two sentences is just their ordinary conjunction. 

3. Conjunction and Universal-Quantification 
 Every logic student knows there is an intimate connection between conjunction and universal-
quantification.  The intuition is straightforward.  For example, if I say 

every student is present 

in a very small class consisting of Jay, Kay, and Elle, and no one else, I can equally well say 

Jay is present, and Kay is present, and Elle is present, 
 or: Jay and Kay and Elle are present. 

So, at least in this simple situation,  
every student  

is materially-equivalent to  
Jay and Kay and Elle 

which is symbolized: 
{Jay, Kay, Elle} 

More generally,  and more abstractly, suppose that 
S1, S2, …, S  

are all the students.  Then  
every student  

is materially-equivalent to: 
S1 and S2 and …, and S  

which is symbolized: 
{S1, S1, …, s} 

4. Infinitary-Conjunction 
 More generally, we can have infinitely-many conjuncts, such as the following,  

0 and 1 and 2 and … 

which contains one conjunct for each natural number. 

 In order to incorporate infinitary-conjunction within our theory, we propose to utilize our new 
conjunction-operator  to conjoin, not just finite sequences of items, but arbitrary [even infinite] 
collections of items.   

 Now the syntax for finitary-conjunction is fairly simple: write the list, enclose it in brackets, put 
‘’ in front.  By contrast, infinitary-conjunction requires a variable-binding construction.  For this 
purpose, we propose an expansion of the syntax of type-theory, as follows. 
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if α is an expression of type  

and Φ is a formula  

then {α | Φ} 6 is an expression of type  

 reads the conjunction of all α such that Φ 

Next, we propose the following shorthand, in virtue of which finitary-conjunction, and hence binary-
conjunction, is a special case of infinitary-conjunction.7 

{α1, …, αk}  { ν | να1 ∨ … ∨ ναk } ν not free in α1, …, αk 

For example: 

J  K  {J, K} 

   { | J ∨ K} 

5. Reformalizing Universal-Quantification 
 Our new type-logical apparatus allows us to reformalize universal quantifiers and quantifier-
phrases.  First, as noted above, we propose to read the expression 

{α | Φ} 
 as the conjunction of all α such that Φ. 
So, for example, we can read 

{ |  is a man} 
 as the conjunction of all  such that  is a man 
 i.e.: the conjunction of all men 
Intuitively, this amounts to 

man1      man2     …     man 

where we have enumerated the class of all men. 

 With this in mind, we offer our new semantic analysis of ‘every’. 

every CD λP0 P 

Here, we employ the following shorthand for simple conjunctions. 

νΦ  {ν | Φ} 

Here, ν is a variable of any type, and Φ is any formula. 
Example 
3. every man is virtuous 

 every man +1 is virtuous 

 P0P M0 

.1 

1V 

 M 

 {1 | M} 

 {V | M} 

 { M  V } 

                                         
6 Like the finitary notation, the abstraction notation is in keeping with set theory: {α|Φ} is the set of all α such that Φ.  
7 If we treat {α|Φ} as the set of all α such that Φ, then the shorthand notation follows from set theory. 
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Explanation: 
 Recall: P0  0P; M0  0M. 
 .1 combines with the conjunction M by combining with each and 

every individual conjunct.  We mark the collection of all men by marking all 
the men in the set.  This is accomplished symbolically quite simply by 
combining .1 with the "exemplar" conjunct , which results in 1. 

 V1 combines with the conjunction {1 | M} by combining with each and 
every individual conjunct.  This is accomplished symbolically quite simply 
by combining V1 with the "exemplar" conjunct 1, which results in V.  

 officially reads: the conjunction of all V such that M 
This is a conjunction of sentences, and is accordingly also a sentence. 

 The final logical transformation is authorized by -simplification.   

6. Comparison with Kalish and Montague's Notation 
 At this point, it is important to compare our quantifier notation with similar notation employed 
by Kalish and Montague (1964) in their logic textbook.  Specifically, they use the symbol ‘’ for the 
universal quantifier, instead of the customary ‘’.8  So they have formal expressions that look exactly 
like some of our formal expressions, such as the following. 

M 

However, note carefully the key difference in how this expression is read. 

K&M reading every  IS such that M 

our reading every  such that M 

Also note that our new notation makes all the following expressions parallel. 

M every  such that M 

M some  such that M 

M the  such that M 

7. New Rules of Composition 
 The compositional principles that underwrite the maneuvers in the previous example are 
officially given as follows. 

-Composition 

α α, β, γ are any expressions 9 

{ β | Φ } Φ is any formula 

α ; β  γ any sub-derivation of γ from {α,β} 10 

{ γ | Φ }  

Note that this rule formalizes the following principle.11 

                                         
8 They also use the symbol ‘’ for the existential quantifier, instead of the customary ‘’.   
9 We also permit α to be empty, which yields the following meta-theoretic result.  

if β  γ then {β|Φ}  {γ|Φ}  
10 See Appendix 25 for an account of sub-derivations. 
11 This can also be written using type-logical  as a distribution principle. 

α  {β | Φ}    {α  β | Φ} 
Compare this with the analogous distribution principle in arithmetic. 

  { | Φ}    {   | Φ} 
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α combines with { β | Φ } 

by combining with β  within { β | Φ } 

The other -rule is given as follows. 

-Simplification 12 

{Ψ | Φ } Φ, Ψ are formulas 

∀ν{ΦΨ} ν are the variables C-free in Φ  

The notion of C-free [contextually-free] is complicated, but in the simplest examples, it is the same as 
free.13  Also, ν is a finite sequence of variables, ν1…ν, and ν1…ν  ν1…ν.  So, for example, 
in the expression   

{R | M  W} 
‘’ and ‘’ are C-free in ‘M  W’, and simplification yields: 

∀{ (M  W)  R } 

8. More Examples 
4. every woman's mother is kind 

every woman 's mother-DEF  +1 is kind 

P0P W0 

.6 

λ6:M() 

.1 

1K 

W 

{ 6 | W } 

{ M() | W } 

{ M()1 | W } 

{ K[M()] | W } 
{ W  K[M()] }  

5. Jay respects every woman 

Jay +1 respects every woman +2 

J .1 

21R 

P0P W0 

.2 

J1 

W 

{ 2 | W } 

{ 1R | W } 

{ RJ | W } 
{W  RJ} 

For the sake of comparison, recall how we analyze these sentences using our earlier account of ‘every’.  
The new derivations are much easier to understand and implement! 

                                         
12 Ultimately, we are not committed to this rule.  See Appendix 28.  
13 See Appendix 25 for account of C-freedom. 
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every woman 's mother-DEF  +1 is kind 

P0Q{PQ} W0 

.6 

λ6:M() 

.1 

1K 

Q {WQ} 

Q6 {WQ} 

Q {W  Q[M()]} 

Q1 {W  Q[M()]} 

{ W  K[M()] } 

 
Jay +1 respects every woman +2 

J .1 

21R 

P0Q{PQ} W0 

.2 

J1 

Q {WQ} 

Q2 {WQ} 

1 {WR} 

{W  RJ} 

9. Disjunction and Existential-Quantification 
 As seen earlier, logical-conjunction (‘and’) and universal-quantification (‘every’) are analyzed 
in terms of infinitary-conjunction.  We take an exactly parallel approach to logical-disjunction (‘or’) 
and existential-quantification (‘some’).   

 First, we introduce a further operator , which serves as both a type-operator and a syntactic-
operator, which are characterized as follows. 

if  is a type then  is a type  
 

if α is an expression of type  

and Φ is a formula  

then {α | Φ} is an expression of type  

 reads the disjunction of all α such that Φ 

Next, we offer our new semantic analysis of ‘some’. 

some CD λP0 P 

We also propose the following shorthand for simple disjunctions. 

νΦ  {ν | Φ} ν is a variable of any type; Φ is any formula 

α  β  {ν | να  νβ} ν not free in α or β 

 The rules of composition are as follows. 
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-Composition 

α α, β, γ are any expressions  

{ β | Φ } Φ is any formula 

α ; β  γ any sub-derivation of γ from {α,β} 

{ γ | Φ }  

 
-Simplification 14 

{Ψ | Φ } Φ, Ψ are formulas 

ν{ΦΨ} ν are the variables C-free in Φ 

Example: 
6. some man is virtuous 

some man +1 is virtuous 

P0P M0 

.1 

1V 

M 

{1 | M} 

{V | M} 

{ M  V } 

10. No and Injunction 
 Having given an account of ‘every’ and ‘some’ in terms of infinitary-operators, we next offer a 
corresponding account of ‘no’, for which we introduce a third operator, , called "injunction",15 with 
the expected type and syntactic principles. 

if α is an expression of type  

and Φ is a formula  

then {α | Φ} is an expression of type  

 reads the injunction of all α such that Φ 

Next, we offer our new semantic analysis of ‘no’. 

no CD λP0 P 

And we propose the following shorthand. 

νΦ  {ν | Φ} 

Here, ν is a variable of any type, and Φ is any formula. 

                                         
14 Ultimately, we are not committed to this rule.  See Appendix 28.  
15 Think of ‘’ as a large zero.  Read ‘in’ in ‘injunction’ as a negative morpheme. 
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 Finally, we propose the following composition rules. 

-Composition  

α α, β, γ are any expressions 

{ β | Φ } Φ is any formula 

α ; β  γ any sub-derivation of γ from {α,β} 

{ γ | Φ }  
 

-Simplification  

{Ψ | Φ } Φ, Ψ are formulas 

ν{ΦΨ} ν are the variables C-free in Φ  

Example: 
7. no man is virtuous 

no man +1 is virtuous 

P0P M0 

.1 

1V 

M 

{1 | M} 

{V | M} 

{ M  V } 

11. Junctions 
 Thus far, we have proposed three infinitary-operators – conjunction, disjunction, and injunction.  
We propose to call these collectively junctions.16  They satisfy the following common principles.17  

if  is a type 

and  is a junction 

then  is a type 
 

if α is an expression of type  

and Φ is a formula 

then { α | Φ} s an expression of type  
 

-Composition 

α α, β, γ are any expressions; 

{ β | Φ } Φ is any formula; 

α ; β  γ any sub-derivation of γ from {α,β} 

{ γ | Φ }  

                                         
16 We also use the term ‘junction’ to refer to expressions formed using such operators.  Before the dust settles, we will 
have a total of seven junctions, including our current three – conjunction, disjunction, injunction. 
17 ‘’ is the Cyrillic letter that represents the soft-J sound (IPA: ʒ).  It is short for ‘junction’ (with a soft-J!). 
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12. Ambiguity 
 Although ambiguity is officially banished in artificial languages,18 it is rampant in natural 
languages.  A given phrase often admits two or more readings, which can be a source of both frustration 
(for writers and readers) and delight (for humorists19).    

 According to the received view, there are basically two kinds of ambiguity – lexical-ambiguity, 
and structural-ambiguity. 

1. Lexical-Ambiguity 
 Lexical-ambiguity results when a single morpheme has two or more entries in the lexicon; 
alternatively, when the same surface form (spelling/pronunciation) corresponds to two or more 
morphemes.  A well-known example is the word ‘bank’ which has at least two uses as a noun [side of 
a river, place to keep money], and also at least two uses as a verb [flying, billiards]. 

 Logical words can also be lexically ambiguous; for example, ‘and’ seems to have three different 
meanings in the following examples. 

Jay respects Kay and Elle  Jay respects Kay, and Jay respects Elle 

Jay is between Kay and Elle  Jay is between Kay, and Jay is between Elle 

Jay and Kay are the only students  Jay is the only student, and Kay is the only student 

 Other logical morphemes that involve lexical-ambiguity include the following. 

ed 
passive Jay is respected by Kay 

past tense Jay recommended Kay to Elle 

er 
comparative Jay is taller than Champ 

genitive Jay is the owner of Champ 

2. Structural-Ambiguity 
 When three or more phrases combine, the order of combination may affect the content of the 
resulting compound phrase.  For example, the phrase 

two plus three times four 

admits two different analyses. 

two plus three times four 

 

two plus three times four 

2 + 3 

 4 2 + 

3  4 

2+3 
5 

34 
12 

54 
20 

2+12 
14 

 This is an example of structural-ambiguity – two different underlying forms (syntactic-trees) 
giving rise to the same surface form.  However, not every example of structural-ambiguity, in this 
sense, is (semantically) significant.  Sometimes, the content of a compound phrase is unaffected by the 
order of computation.  For example,  

two plus three plus four  

                                         
18 Even in logic and mathematics, even in the same work, expressions often get multiple-usage, with the context 
determining the exact meaning.  Otherwise, the formalism becomes completely infeasible. 
19 Perhaps the most famous example of a humorist using ambiguity is Groucho Marx's line in the movie Animal 
Crackers, in which his character Captain Spalding brags about his exploits and declares: 

One morning I shot an elephant in my pajamas.  
How he got into my pajamas I'll never know. 
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computes to the same value regardless of how we parse the phrase.  

two plus three plus four 

 

two plus three plus four 

2 + 3 

+ 4 2 + 

3 + 4 

2+3 
5 

3+4 
7 

5+4 
9 

2+7 
9 

3. Combinations of Lexical and Structural Ambiguity 
 Some phrases are both lexically-ambiguous and structurally-ambiguous, including the 
following. 

poor violin player 

On the one hand, ‘poor’ has three relevant lexical entries.  

poor versus rich 
poor versus good 
poor(ly) versus well 

On the other hand, the above sentence is also structurally-ambiguous according to whether 

the player is poor,  
the violin is poor,  
the playing is poor. 

4. Covert Ambiguity 
 Sometimes ambiguity arises from phonetically covert (unpronounced) components, as in 

Jay respects Kay more than Elle 

which is ambiguous between the following. 
Jay respects Kay more than [Jay respects] Elle 
Jay respects Kay more than Elle [respects Kay] 

In instances such as this, different underlying forms give rise to the same overt form, so this is a more 
subtle example of structural-ambiguity.  

5. Scope-Ambiguity 
 Scope-ambiguity is generally believed to be a species of structural-ambiguity.  The following 
example from elementary logic is a prime example. 

every man respects some woman 

The most plausible parsing assigns this sentence a standard NP-VP form, which is semantically 
analyzed as follows, using our original account of quantifiers. 

every man +1 respects some woman +2 

Q1{MQ} 

21R Q2{W&Q} 

1 {W&R} 

{ M  {W&R} } 

According to this reading, every man respects some woman or other.  Since the quantifier  falls inside 
the scope20 of the quantifier , the QP ‘every man’ is said to have wide-scope, and the QP ‘some 
woman’ is said to have narrow-scope.   

 There is another, less obvious, reading according to which ‘some woman’ is accorded wide-
scope, and ‘every man’ is accorded narrow-scope, in which case the following is the translation. 

                                         
20 In logic, if  is a variable-binding operator, and νΦ is a well-formed expression, then the scope of  is Φ.  For 
example, the scope of  in {FG} is {FG}.  
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∃ { W & ∀{M→R} } 

According to this reading, there is at least one woman whom every man respects. 

 In order to compute this reading, we parse the sentence as follows. 

every man +1 respects some woman +2 

Q1 {MQ} 21R 

Q2 {W&Q} 2 {MR} 

{W & {MR}} 

According to this analysis, which is VP-NP, we first combine ‘every man +1’ and ‘respects’, which 
results in an accusative-VP D2S, and then combine the resulting expression with ‘some woman 
+2’, which takes an accusative-VP and delivers a sentence. 

 Since this is a rather odd parsing, it would be nice to have a semantic account that maintains the 
usual NP-VP parsing.21  In the next section we pursue this goal using our new account of quantifiers 
and quantifier-phrases. 

13. Compositional-Ambiguity 
 In addition to lexical-ambiguity and structural-ambiguity, we propose that there is also 
compositional-ambiguity, which manifests itself when we redo our previous example using our new 
account of quantification. 

8. every man respects some woman 

every man +1 respects some woman +2 

P0P M0 

.1 

21R 

P0P W0 

.2 M W 

{ 1 | M } 

{ 2 | W } 

{ 1R | W } 

?? 

Notice that the compositions are all straightforward, except the last one.  In order to compute the 
missing entry, we must compose the following two expressions. 

{ 1 | M } { 1R | W } 

?? 

This presents a complication – do we apply -composition, or do we apply -composition?  Both are 
pertinent.   

-Composition  -Composition 

α  α 

{ β | Φ }  { β | Φ } 

α ; β  γ  α ; β  γ 

{ γ | Φ }  { γ | Φ } 

                                         
21 We can also do a computation based on an NP-VP parsing, but the derivation is quite grotesque.  The new approach 
to quantifiers provides a much more elegant computation. 
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Note that both rules allow the minor-premise α to be any expression, even a junction.22  In the current 
example, the specific substitutions for α and β are: 

-Composition  -Composition 

{ 1R | W }  { 1 | M } 

{ 1 | M }  { 1R | W } 

{ 1R | W } ; 1  γ  { 1 | M } ; 1R  γ 

{ γ | M }  { γ | W } 

In order to calculate γ, in each case, we need to do the following compositions. 

{ 1R | W } 1  { 1 | M } 1R 

??  ?? 

These, in turn, involve respectively -composition and -composition. 

-Composition  -Composition 

1  1R 

{ 1R | W }  { 1 | M } 

1 ; 1R  γ  1R ; 1  γ 

{ γ | W }  { γ | M } 

In order to calculate γ, in each case, we need to do the following compositions, which are trivial. 

1 1R  1R 1 

R  R 

So, substituting the sub-derivations back in, we have the following. 

1  1R 

{ 1R | W }  { 1 | M } 

1 ; 1R  R  1R ; 1  R 

{ R | W }  { R | M } 

 

{ 1R | W }  { 1 | M } 

{ 1 | M }  { 1R | W } 

{ 1R | W } ; 1  { R | W }  { 1 | M } ; 1R  { R | M } 

{ { R | W } | M }  { { R | M } | W } 

 Thus, all told, we have the following two derivations. 

                                         
22 We propose the term ‘junction’ to refer to all infinitary-operators, and also to refer to expressions formed using 
such operators. 
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every man 
+1 respects 

some woman 
+2 

{ 1 | M } 

21R { 2 | W } 

{ 1R | W } 

{ { R | W } | M } 

{ {W  R} | M } 

{ M  {W R} } 
 

every man 
+1 respects 

some woman 
+2 

{ 1 | M } 

21R { 2 | W } 

{ 1R | W } 

{ { R | M } | W } 

{  {M  R} | W } 

 { W   {M  R} } 
 

Notice that the tree-structure is the same for both analyses, but they produce different semantic 
products.  Thus, this is not a case of lexical-ambiguity, nor a case of structural-ambiguity, but is rather 
a case of compositional-ambiguity.  In other words: 

the same tree  
with the same lexical entries  

gives rise to different semantic-values. 

14. An Example of Insignificant Ambiguity 
 As noted earlier, structural-ambiguity is sometimes insignificant – the various readings are all 
logically-equivalent.  This also holds for compositional-ambiguity, as seen in the following example. 

9. every man respects every woman 

every man +1 respects every woman +2 

{1 | M} 

21R {2 | W} 

{ 1R | W } 

? 

Once again, we can treat either junction as major and the other one as minor, in which case we obtain 
the following derivations. 

every man +1 respects every woman +2 

ⓦ { 1 | M } 

21R { 2 | W } 

{ 1R | W } 

{ { R | W } | M } 

{  {W  R} | M } 

 { M   {W  R} } 
 

every man +1 respects every woman +2 

{ 1 | M } 

21R { 2 | W } 

ⓦ { 1R | W } 

{ { R | M } | W } 

{  {M  R} | W } 

 { W   {M  R} } 
 

In the first computation, we accord wide-scope to ‘every man’, annotated by the symbol ⓦ; in the 
second one, we accord wide-scope to ‘respects every woman’.  Notice, however, that the resulting 
formulas are logically equivalent. 

15. Parallel-Composition 
 The two compositions above are serial – one QP is granted wider scope than the other.  There 
is another composition-method, which treats the two QPs as having "equal scope" or "parallel scope", 
which is under-written by the following further general rule, where  is any junction. 

Parallel-Composition 

{ α | Φ } α, β, γ are any expressions. 

{ β | Ψ } Φ, Ψ are any formulas. 

α ; β  γ any sub-derivation of γ from {α,β} 

{ γ | Φ&Ψ }  
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When applied to our two universals, we obtain the following. 

{1 | M} 

{ 1R | W } 

1 ; 1R   R  

{ R | M & W } 

With this composition in mind, we can construct the following semantic-tree. 

every man +1 respects every woman +2 

{ 1 | M } 

21R { 2 | W } 

{ 1R | W } 

{ R | M & W } 

∀{ (M & W)  R } 

Notice that simplification produces two universal quantifiers, since the formula Φ has two C-free 
variables.   

 Also notice that the final formula is logically-equivalent to the two previous formulas that 
translate the serial readings.  Thus, we have a three-fold compositional-ambiguity, but one that is 
(semantically) insignificant. 
16. A Three-Fold Significant Ambiguity 
 As noted in the previous section, there are three ways we can combine ‘every man’ and 
‘respects every woman’, according to whether: 

(1) the first quantifier has wide scope, 
(2) the second quantifier has wide scope, 
(3) the two quantifiers have equal/parallel scope.   

As it turns out, the resulting formulas are all equivalent, so the three-way scope-ambiguity is 
semantically insignificant.  The same can be said about combining ‘some man’ and ‘respects some 
woman’.23   

 So it may come as a surprise that combining ‘no man’ and ‘respects no woman’ results in a 
significant three-fold ambiguity, as seen in the following computations. 

10. no man respects no woman 

1. reading 1 –  grants wide scope to ‘no man’ 

no man1 respects no woman2 

{ 1 | M } 

21R { 2 | W } 

{ 1R | W } 

{ { R | W } | M } 

{ { W &  R } | M } 

{ M & {W &  R} } 24 

                                         
23 This is left as an exercise for the reader. 
24 Non-redundant double-negatives are tricky!  This is logically equivalent to following negation-free formula. 

{M  {W &  R}} 
every man respects some woman or other 
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2. reading 2 – grants wide scope to ‘no woman’ 

no man1 respects no woman2 

{ 1 | M } 

21R { 2 | W } 

{ 1R | W } 

{ { R | M } | W } 

{ { M &  R } | W } 

{ W & {M &  R} } 25 

3. reading 3 – grants equal/parallel scope to ‘no man’ and ‘no woman’ 

no man1 respects no woman2 

{ 1 | M } 

21R { 2 | W } 

{ 1R | W } 

{ R | M & W} 

{ M & W & R } 

Notice that the resulting formulas are not logically-equivalent, which means that the scope-ambiguity 
is significant.26  Notice also that the third reading corresponds to a vernacular reading that the prestige 
dialect repudiates, even though it is perfectly compositionally constructed!  According to the prestige 
dialect, this reading should be conveyed as follows.27 

no man respects any woman 
We deal with ‘any’ in a later chapter.28  

17. More Examples of Significant Ambiguity 
 In many cases, scope-ambiguity is insignificant, in the sense that the various readings are all 
logically-equivalent.  Often however, scope-ambiguities produce non-equivalent readings, as in the 
following example. 

11. the mother of every virtuous-person is virtuous [reading 1] 
the mother of every virtuous person +1 is virtuous 

P0 P 

60M 

.6  V 

.1 

1V 

{ 6 | V } 

{ 0M | V } 

{ M | V } 
{ M() | V } 

{ M()1 | V } 

∀{ V → V[M()] } 

This reading accords wide-scope to ‘every virtuous person’. 

                                         
25 Non-redundant double-negatives are tricky!  This is logically equivalent to following negation-free formula. 

{W  {M &  R}} 
every woman is respected by some man or other 

26 The very same three-fold ambiguity afflicts numerical-quantifiers, as in the following example. 
three men respect four women 

This is consistent with our result about ‘no’, since ‘no’ is itself a numerical-quantifier corresponding to the number 
zero.  See Chapter 9 [Number Words]. 
27 Self-appointed grammar mavens tell us that we should avoid "double negatives" since they are "illogical".  It is 
evident that these experts know precious little about logic, since many of them also say that double-negatives cancel 
each other out.  The calculations above indicate that it's a lot more complicated than that! 
 Nevertheless, one probably should avoid double-negatives, at least in formal contexts, not because the 
negatives cancel each other out, which they don't, but because the resulting sentences are very difficult to parse! 
28 Chapter 8 [Indefinite Noun Phrases; Any]. 
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 Notice that we use a function-sign ‘M’ to rewrite the definite-description.  By contrast, the 
following analysis, which accords wide-scope to ‘the’ cannot be rewritten in this manner.   

12. the mother of every virtuous-person is virtuous [reading 2] 
the mother of every virtuous person +1 is virtuous 

P0 P 

60M 

.6  V 

.1 

1V 

{ 6 | V } 

0 { M | V } 
0 ∀{V → M} 

 ∀{V → M} 

1 ∀{V → M} 

V[  ∀{V→M} ] 

This reading, which accords wide-scope to ‘the’, is admissible, but it is not very plausible, since it 
understands the description as referring to the unique individual who mothers every virtuous person. 

 Note that we allude to the notion of scope in distinguishing the two readings of the current 
sentence, but also note that the scopal-ambiguity is not an example of structural-ambiguity, since the 
two readings both rest on the same syntactic tree.  Rather, this is an example of compositional-
ambiguity.  In particular, we have the same two phrases producing two different compositions. 

60M { 6 | V }  60M { 6 | V } 

{ 0M | V }  0 ∀{V → M} 

 Amazingly enough, there is a third reading, according to which ‘the’ is computed twice, but 
pronounced only once, which accordingly is an example of what we earlier called covert ambiguity.  
Unfortunately, this reading cannot be computed using the current apparatus, but rather requires an 
improved (but radical) theory of definite-descriptions, which we take up in a later chapter.29  By way 
of preview, the third reading goes roughly as follows.  Note the double-occurrence of ‘the’. 

V[ ∀{V→[zMz]} ] 
the person who is the mother of every virtuous man is virtuous 

18. Variations on a Theme 
 The previous examples can be converted into similar examples in which ‘the’ is replaced by 
‘every’.  We also replace ‘mother’ by ‘friend’ to make them somewhat more plausible. 

13. every friend of every virtuous-person is virtuous [reading 1] 
every friend of every virtuous person +1 is virtuous 

P0 P 

60F 

.6 V 

.1 

1V 

{ 6 | V } 

{ 0F | V } 

{ { | F} | V } 

{ {1 | F} | V } 

{ { V | F} | V } 
∀ { V → ∀{F → V} } 

                                         
29 Chapter 11 [Definite Descriptions; Only] 
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14. every friend of every virtuous-person is virtuous [reading 2] 
every friend of every virtuous person +1 is virtuous 

P0 P 

60F 

.6 V 

.1 

1V 

{ 6 | V } 

0 { F | V } 
0 ∀{ V → F } 

{  | ∀{ V → F } } 

{ 1 | ∀{ V → F } } 

{ V | ∀{ V → F } } 
∀ { ∀{ V → F } → V } 

In this case, ‘friend of every V’ means “person who befriends every V”, and the sentence as a whole 
says that every one of these is V. 

 This sentence also admits a third reading, which includes an unpronounced DEF, and which is 
ultimately translated as follows.30 

∀ { ∀{V → [zFz]} → V } 
every person who is  

the friend of every virtuous person31 
 is virtuous 

19. Problematic Scope 
 Our account of scope-ambiguity may be summarized as follows. 

(1) Sometimes scope-ambiguity arises from structural-ambiguity, which is  
syntactically visible. 

(2) Sometimes scope-ambiguity arises from compositional-ambiguity, which is 
syntactically invisible. 

The latter involve cases in which the same phrases, α and β, can be semantically combined in two or 
more (potentially non-equivalent) ways. 
 Unfortunately, English presents examples that challenge our current account.  These examples 
involve combining the words 

not,  if,  who 
with 

every. 
1. not-every 

 Consider the following example. 
15. Jay does-not respect every woman 

It is natural to read this sentence as answering “no” to the question: 
does Jay respect every woman? 

It may accordingly be translated into Loglish (Spanglish?) as follows. 
not: Jay respects every woman 

In other words, the natural reading grants wide-scope to ‘not’ and narrow-scope to ‘every woman’.  
The following derivation authorizes this reading. 

                                         
30 Our current account cannot generate this reading, which we revisit in Chapter 11 [Definite Descriptions; Only]. 
31 Of course, we already know this is ambiguous; for you to have this property, the following is true; for each virtuous 
person , you are the one and only friend of . 
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Jay +1 does-not respect every woman +2 

J1 

XX 

21R  { 2 | W } 

{ 1R | W } 
1 { R | W } 
1 {W  R} 

1 {W  R} 

{W  RJ} 

 On the other hand, our current derivation techniques also warrants the following derivation. 

Jay +1 does-not respect every woman +2 

J1 

XX 

21R { 2 | W } 

{ 1R | W } 

{ 1R | W } 

{ RJ | W } 

 {W  RJ}  

The problem is that this reading grants wide-scope to ‘every woman’, producing a formula that is 
closer in meaning to: 

Jay does not respect any woman; 
 or: Jay dis-respects every woman. 

2. if-every 
 Yet another problematic example involves ‘if’ combining with ‘every’, as in the following. 

16. if every woman is happy, then Kay is happy 

The natural derivation of this computes ‘every woman is happy’ first, then inserts the result into the 
larger conditional formula, as follows. 

if every woman   +1 is happy then Kay is happy 

XY{XY} 

W .1 

H1 

∅ HK 

{1 | W} 

HK 

{ H | W } 
{W  H} 

Y{ {W  H}  Y } 

{W  H}  HK 

On the other hand, our current rules warrant the following derivation as well. 

if every woman   +1 is happy then Kay is happy 

XY(XY) 

W .1 

H1 

∅ HK 

{1 | W} 

HK 

{ H | W } 

{ Y(HY) | W } 

{ HHJ) | M } 

 { W  (H  HK) }  

But this reading, which grants wide-scope to ‘every woman’,  seems inadmissible.  The formula is 
closer in meaning to: 

if any woman is happy then Kay is happy 
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3. who-every 
 Finally, we consider a problematic example involving ‘who’. 

17. every man who respects every woman is virtuous 

The natural question is whether there is a scope-ambiguity between the two quantifier-phrases.  Well, 
according to our current rules of composition, there are two readings given as follows. 

‘every man’ has wide scope 

every man who +1 respects every woman +2 +1 is virtuous 

P0 P 

M0 

0: .1 { 1R | W } 
1 { R | W } 
1 {W  R} 

.1 

1V 

0:1 

0 {W  R} 

0 { M & {W  R} } 

{  | M & {W  R} } 

{ 1 | M & {W  R} } 

{ V | M & {W  R} } 

{ (M & {W  R})   V} 

‘every woman’ has wide scope 

every man who +1 respects every woman +2 +1 is virtuous 

P0 P 

M0 

0: .1 

{ 1R | W } 

.1 

1V 

0:1 

{ 0R | W } 

{ 0{M&R} | W } 

{ { | M&R} | W } 

{ { 1 | M&R} | W } 

{ { V | M&R} | W } 

  { W  {(M&R)  V} }  

Whereas the first reading seems fine, the second reading seems inadmissible.  This formula is best 
translated as : 

every man who respects a woman is virtuous.32 
20. Adjustment to the Junction-Composition Rules 
 In order to block the problematic derivations in the previous section, we propose to adjust the 
junction-composition rules as follows, where  is any junction.  

-Composition 

α α, β, γ are any expressions; 

{ β | Φ } Φ is any formula; 

α ; β  γ any sub-derivation of γ from {α,β} 

{ γ | Φ }  admits α 

The obvious question is how do we explicate ‘admits’.  As a first approximation, for each junction, we 
simply list all dis-admitted items, presuming every other item is admitted.  So far, the list includes the 

                                         
32 We return to the expressions ‘a’ and ‘any’ in Chapter 8 [Indefinite Noun Phrases; Any]. 
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following.33 

 does not admit: 
1. if 
any phrase headed by: 
2. not 
3. a relative pronoun 

  does not admit: 
any phrase headed by: 
1. a relative pronoun 

  does not admit: 
 1. if 

any phrase headed by: 
2. not 
3. a relative pronoun 

21. Revisiting the Problematic-Scope Examples 
 With the above restrictions in hand, we go back and redo our problematic examples. 

1. not-every 
Jay +1 does-not respect every woman +2 

J1 

XY 

21R { 2 | W } 

{ 1R | W } 

 { 1R | W }  

 does not admit ‘does-not’ 

2. if-every 

if 
every 

woman   +1 
is 

happy then 
Kay is 
happy 

XY(XY) 

W .1 

H1 

∅ HK 

{1 | W} 

HK 

{ H | W } 

 { Y(HY) | W }  

 does not admit ‘if’ 

3. who-every 
every man who +1 respects every woman +2 +1 is virtuous 

P0 P 

M0 

0: .1 

{ 1R | W } 

.1 1V 

0:1 

  { 0R | W }  

 does not admit ‘who+1’ 
 

                                         
33 This is not theoretically elegant.  It would be much better to posit an independent feature shared by dis-admitted 
items, but at the moment, no such feature is forthcoming. 
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B. Appendix 
1. Summary 

1. Junctions 
 By an infinitary-operator, we mean an operator that acts on a collection of arguments of 
arbitrary size, even infinite, and even empty.  Junctions are infinitary-operators that we employ in our 
account of quantifiers, and serve both as type-operators and as syntactic-operators in accordance with 
the following schemata.34 

if  is a type 

and  is a junction 

then  is a type 
 

if α is an expression of type  

and Φ is a formula 

then { α | Φ} s an expression of type  

At the moment, we have three junctions. 

symbol formal name English counterpart 

 conjunction every 

 disjunction some 

 injunction no 

2. Notation 

(1) {α | Φ}  (the set of) all α such that Φ 35 collective-abstract 

(2) {α | Φ}  the  of all α such that Φ infinitary-compound 

(3) νΦ  {ν | Φ} shorthand 

   

α,β are expressions of any type 
ν is a variable of any type 
Φ is any formula 
 is any junction 

 

e.g. 

F   the conjunction of all  such that F  

F   the disjunction of all  such that F  

F   the injunction of all  such that F  

                                         
34 The letter ‘’ is the Cyrillic letter representing the soft-j sound; IPA: ʒ; it is short for ‘junction’ [with a soft-j!]. 
35 Our notation involves braces, which are used in set theory for set-abstraction.  See Appendix on Set Theory.  We 
occasionally use braces for set-abstraction, but mostly we use braces simply as punctuation. 
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2. Quantifier Translations 

morpheme type translation 

every CD λP0 P 

some CD λP0 P 

no CD λP0 P 

3. Composition Rules 
1. Standard-Composition 

α α, β, γ are any expressions36 

{ β | Φ } Φ is any formula 

α ; β  γ sub-derivation of γ from {α,β} 

{ γ | Φ }  is any junction that admits α 

2. Parallel-Composition 

{ α | Φ } α, β, γ are any expressions. 

{ β | Ψ } Φ, Ψ are any formulas. 

α ; β  γ sub-derivation of γ from {α,β} 

{ γ | Φ&Ψ }  is any junction. 

3. Sub-Derivations 
A sub-derivation of β from α1, …, α, dependent on   
is a sequence arranged as follows.  

L1 α1 1 1 (new) As 

… … … … … 

L α   (new) As 

… … … … … 

L0 β  1+  +  … 

4. Admission Rules 
Unless explicitly stated otherwise, a junction admits a phrase. 

  does not admit  
1. if 

 any phrase headed by: 
2. no 
3. a relative pronoun 

 

  does not admit any phrase headed by: 
1. a relative pronoun 

 

                                         
36 α can be null. 
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  does not admit 
 1. if 
 any phrase headed by: 

2. not 
3. a relative pronoun 

5. Simplification Rules 

{ Ψ | Φ } / ∀ν{ΦΨ} 

{ Ψ | Φ } / ∃ν{Φ&Ψ} 

{ Ψ | Φ } / ∃ν{Φ&Ψ} 

ν [ ν1…ν] are all the variables that are C-free in Φ. 
ν1…νΦ    ν1…νΦ [ is any quantifier]. 

6. C-Freedom 
 A variable ν is C-free in Φ if and only if ν is free in Φ in the usual sense and also ν is not 
bound by any operator in the surrounding context.  The surrounding context here is either the 
maximal-containing expression in a semantic node, or the derivation in which the expression 
occurs.  Any assumed variable is considered bound.  In most examples, there is only one variable 
free in Φ, which cannot be bound in the surrounding context, since this would render the 
expression ill-formed. 

4. Generalized-Conjunction 
 As mentioned in Section 1, one can combine two proper-nouns with ‘and’, as follows. 

Jay and Kay 

D (SS)S D 

(DS)S 
 

Jay and Kay 

J λXY{X&Y} K 

P{PJ & PK} 
 

The derivation can be accomplished in various ways.  We proceed by first deriving a new rule of 
inference, called Lifting, which corresponds to Montague's original semantic strategy of converting all 
DNPs into QPs.37 

(1) J D 1 Pr 

(2) P [P] DS 2 As 

(3) PJ S 12 1,2,O 

(4) P.PJ (DS)S 1 2,3,I 

With this derived rule in mind, we now construct the derivation of ‘Jay and Kay’. 

(1) J D 1 Pr 
(2) K D 2 Pr 
(3) XY{XY} (SS)S 3 Pr 
(4) P DS 4 As 
(5) P.PJ (DS)S 1 1, Lifting 
(6) P.PK (DS)S 2 2, Lifting 
(7) PJ S 14 4,5,O 
(8) PK S 24 4,6,O 
(9) PJ  PK SS 1244 7,8,I 
(10) PJ & PK S 1244 3,9,O 
(11) P{PJ & PK} (DS)S 124 4,10,I 

                                         
37 Montague (1973). 
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Note that final line (11) depends upon the premises (1) and (2), but also the assumption (4), so this is 
not a proper derivation in Linear Logic.  The problem is that the assumption (4) is used twice, which 
is prohibited in Linear Logic.  In order to allow the above composition, we develop a stronger logic, 
which we call Multi-Linear Logic, and which is obtained from Linear Logic by adding the following 
additional rule. 

Conditional Multiplication 

λα:β   

λα:γ   

λα:βγ () + 

α is an open expression of any type;  
β, γ are expressions of any types. 

The corrected derivation then goes as follows. 

(1) J D 1 Pr 

(2) K D 2 Pr 

(3) XY{XY} (SS)S 3 Pr 

(4) P.PJ (DS)S 1 1, Lifting 

(5) P.PK (DS)S 2 2, Lifting 

(6) P{PJPK} S 12 4,5, C-M 

(7) P{PJ & PK} (DS)S 12 3,6, Trans 

5. Polyadic Lambda-Abstraction 
 The analysis in the previous section involves a polyadic abstract for ‘and’ – XY{XY}.  This 
follows the custom of treating polyadic abstraction as involving abstracts of the form: 

:ν1…ν: 

where ν1…ν are variables of any types, and  is an expression of any type.  Although we frequently 
employ this notation, we prefer to make it a special case of generalized abstraction of the general form 
:α:β where α is any open expression. 

 This may be accomplished as follows. 

(1) We introduce a new operator, , which is both a type-operator 
and a syntactic-operator, governed by the following principles. 
(a) if  and  are types, then  is a type; 
(b) If α is an expressing of type ,  

and β is an expression of type , then   
  αβ 
 is an expression of type . 
(c) The logic of  is given by Multi-Linear Logic, 

where  behaves like logical-conjunction. 
(2) We treat polyadic-abstraction as a special case of generalized-

abstraction, given by the following shorthand. 
(a) :αβ:γ    :αβ:γ 
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6. Reconsidering the Simplification-Rules 
 Recall that  comes equipped with the following simplification rule. 

-Simplification 

{Ψ | Φ } Φ, Ψ are formulas 

∀ν{ΦΨ} ν are the variables C-free in Φ  

Is this derivable from basic semantic principles?  Let us consider a simple example. 
every man is virtuous 

As seen earlier, the derivation involves the following conjunctions. 
{ | M} 
{V | M} 

The former is a conjunction of entities, something like the following 

m1 and m2 and … and m 
where 
  m1, …, m  
are all the men.  The latter is a conjunction of propositions:  

V[m1]  and  …  and V[m] 
If the set of all men is non-empty, i.e., 

{ | M}   
then we are OK.  The following are equivalent. 

V[m1]  and  …  and V[m] 
for any , if  is a man, then  is virtuous 

 But what if there are no men (in the contextually-relevant situation)?  Then the set of men is 
empty, i.e., 

{ | M}   
So 

{ | M}   
and 

{V | M}   

What is the conjunction of the empty set?  Apparently, according to -Simplification, the conjunction 
of the empty set of propositions is a true proposition, since 

{M  V} 
is automatically true if there are no M's.   

 Perhaps it is more reasonable semantically to say that the conjunction – and more generally, any 
junction – of an empty list says nothing whatsoever.  If we take this seriously, then we have to adjust 
the simplification rules as follows. 
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-Simplification 

{Ψ | Φ } Φ, Ψ are formulas 

∀ν{Ψ⁄Φ} ν are the variables C-free in Φ  
  

-Simplification 

{Ψ | Φ } Φ, Ψ are formulas 

ν{Ψ⁄Φ} ν are the variables C-free in Φ  
  

-Simplification 

{Ψ | Φ } Φ, Ψ are formulas 

ν{Ψ⁄Φ} ν are the variables C-free in Φ  

Here, the "slash" operator is a connective known as conditional-assertion, where we propose to read   
‘A⁄B’ is read “A given B” (by analogy with conditional probability).  Its logic follows Belnap (1973); 
to wit:38  

A⁄B  A, if B is true;  
A⁄B  , if B is false. 

In other words, A⁄B says A, if B is true, but says nothing whatsoever if B is false.   

 If we pursue this approach, we have the following semantic evaluations of quantificational 
sentences. 

(1) if there are no A's, then the sentences  
every A is B 
some A is B 
no A is B  

are semantic non-starters.39 
 We return to conditional-assertion in later chapters, where we examine examples in which ‘if’ 
is most plausibly understood as conditional-assertion. 

7. Serial-Scope versus Parallel-Scope 
 Sentences of the form  

QP1 Verb QP2 

can be computed to different semantic-values according to who we read the respective scopes of the 
two quantifier-phrases.   

(1) QP1 wide; QP2 narrow 
(2) QP2 wide; QP1 narrow 
(3) QP1 and QP2 parallel (provided Q1  Q2) 

The following derivations illustrate the various combinations for ‘every’, ‘some’, and ‘no’.  

                                         
38 Note that, although Belnap uses slash, he reads it backwards from us. 
39 This is most often described by saying that these sentences presuppose there are A's.  If this presupposition fails, 
then the sentences are non-starters.   
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1. every man respects every woman [all three readings are equivalent] 

every man +1 respects every woman +2 

{ 1 | M } 

21R { 2 | W } 

{ 1R | W } 

{ { R | W } | M } { { R | M } | W} { R | M & W} 

{M  {W   R}} {W  {M   R}} ∀{(M & W)  R} 

‘every man’ wide ‘every woman’ wide parallel 

2. some man respects some woman [all three readings are equivalent] 

some man +1 respects some woman +2 

{ 1 | M } 

21R { 2 | W } 

{ 1R | W } 

{ { R | W } | M } { { R | M } | W} { R | M & W} 

{M  {W   R}} {W  {M   R}} {M & W  R} 

‘some man’ wide ‘some woman’ wide parallel 

3. no man respects no woman [no two readings are equivalent]. 

no man +1 respects no woman +2 

{ 1 | M } 

21R { 2 | W } 

{ 1R | W } 

{ { R | W } | M } { { R | M } | W} { R | M & W} 

∃{M & ∃{W &  R}} ∃{W & ∃{M &  R}} ∃∃{M & W & R} 

‘no man’ wide ‘no woman’ wide parallel 

4. every man respects some woman [two readings are not equivalent] 

every man +1 respects some woman +2 

{ 1 | M } 

21R { 2 | W } 

{ 1R | W } 

{ { R | W } | M } { { R | M } | W}  

∀{M → ∃{W &  R}} ∃{W & ∀{M →  R}} not applicable 

‘every man’ wide ‘some woman’ wide parallel 

5. every man respects no woman [two readings are not equivalent] 

every man +1 respects no woman +2 

{ 1 | M } 

21R { 2 | W } 

{ 1R | W } 

{ { R | W } | M } { { R | M } | W }  

{M  {W   R}} {W  {M   R}} not applicable 

‘every man’ wide ‘no woman’ wide parallel 
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6. some man respects every woman [two readings are not equivalent] 

some man +1 respects every woman +2 

{ 1 | M } 

21R { 2 | W } 

{ 1R | W } 

{ { R | W } | M } { { R | M } | W}  

{M  {W   R}} {W  {M   R}} not applicable 

‘some man’ wide ‘every woman’ wide parallel 

7. some man respects no woman [two readings are not equivalent] 

some man +1 respects no woman +2 

{ 1 | M } 

21R { 2 | W } 

{ 1R | W } 

{ { R | W } | M } { { R | M } | W}  

{M  {W   R}} {W  {M   R}} not applicable 

‘some man’ wide ‘no woman’ wide parallel 

8. no man respects every woman [two readings are not equivalent] 

no man +1 respects every woman +2 

{ 1 | M } 

21R { 2 | W } 

{ 1R | W } 

{ { R | W } | M } { { R | M } | W}  

{M  {W   R}} {W  {M  R}} not applicable 

‘no man’ wide ‘every woman’ wide parallel 

9. no man respects some woman [two readings are not equivalent] 

no man +1 respects some woman +2 

{ 1 | M } 

21R { 2 | W } 

{ 1R | W } 

{ { R | W } | M } { { R | M } | W }  

{M  {W   R}} {W  {M   R}} not applicable 

‘no man’ wide ‘some woman’ wide parallel 
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